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Liaison Statement 
   

Date:  21 February, 2000 
 
From:  3GPP-CN2 
 
To:  3GPP-SA5 
 
CC:  3GPP-SA1 
 
 
Subject: Charging impact due to introduction of CAMEL Phase 31 
 
   During the ad hoc meeting #2 in Sophia Antipolis, 3GPP-CN2 WGA has identified the impact on the Call Data Records due to the introduction of CAMEL Phase 3 in GSM R99. The impact is described from page 2 onwards, of the present LS.  3GPP-CN2 requests 3GPP-SA5 to consider the charging requirements described in the present LS, for the applicable charging related 3G Technical Specifications for GSM R99.  Although some possible mechanisms have been described in this LS, to fulfill certain charging requirements, it is left over to the expertise of SA5 to select the most appropriate mechanism. Also, the suggested items listed for MO-SMS and GPRS Records, serve as an example of data that may have to be placed in CDR’s.  3GPP-CN2 requests that these issues will be discussed in the SA5 meeting which takes place in Sweden, in the week of 28 February 2000.  Delegates of SA5 are welcome to contact the author of this LS, or other CN2-WGA members, for advise on the charging requirements from CAMEL Phase 3.    

                                                                                                                                                                                                         1 Contact Details: Rogier Noldus    Ericsson    rogier.noldus@etm.ericsson.se    Tel +31 161 24 9400 
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1 Charging Requirements due to enhancements to circuit 
switched call handling 

 

1.1 Enhancement of the Furnish Charging Information 
 In CAMEL Phase 3, the following enhancements, compared to CAMEL Phase 2, are specified  for the FurnishChargingInformation (FCI) operation :  

Increase of the amount of free format data 
The amount of free format data that can be sent by the gsmSCF to the gsmSSF, for inclusion in a Call Data Record (CDR), has been increased from 40 octets to 160 octets. Since this free format data is placed in a field in the CDR, this field will have to be expanded.  

Append Mechanism for FCI 
In CAMEL Phase 2, the gsmSCF may send multiple FCI’s to the gsmSSF within a single call configuration. However, the free format data in an FCI operation overwrites the free format data from the previous FCI operation.  In CAMEL Phase 3, when the gsmSCF sends successive FCI’s to the gsmSSF within a single call configuration, the gsmSCF may specify in FCI that the free format data contained in that FCI shall be appended to the free format data already present in the CDR. The total amount of free format data that can be sent to the gsmSSF, within a single call configuration, is limited to 160 octets.  

Since a gsmSSF may produce partial CDRs during a call, the CDR that contains the free format data, should have an append indicator. 
 

When a CDR contains the append indicator, the free format data in that CDR shall not overwrite the free format data in previous CDR’s of that call configuration. 

When a CDR does not conmtain the append indicator, the free format data in that CDR shall overwrite the free format data in previous CDR’s of that call configuration. 
  

1.2 Introduction of Subscribed Dialled Services 
 In CAMEL Phase 3, a CAMEL Service may be invoked at DP Analysed Info (subscribed dialled services). The following scenario’s can be distinguished:  

- invocation in the MSC, for Mobile Originated calls  

- invocation in the MSC, for Mobile Forwarded calls (late call forwarding or CAMEL call forwarding) or Call Deflection 

- invocation in the GMSC, for Mobile Forwarded calls (early call forwarding or CAMEL call forwarding) 

- invocation in the GMSC, for Optimal Routeing of Late Call Forwarding (GSM based or CAMEL based) or Optimal Routeing of call deflection  In CAMEL Phase 2, for each of the above indicated scenario, CAMEL specific information is included in appropriate CDR’s for CAMEL Services that are invoked in DP Collected Info.  In CAMEL Phase 3, the CDR’s that include CAMEL information due to the above indicated scenario’s, should also contain information related to subscribed dialled services.  The subscribed dialled Service may, amongst others, send free format charging data to the gsmSSF. The rules for sending charging data to the gsmSSF are the same as for services invoked at DP Collected Info (ie. amount of charging data and appending vs. overwriting of charging data).  CN2-WGA has identified two mechanisms to achieve this requirement:  

- expansion of the existing CDR’s, with additional fields to contain the information specific to the subscriebd dialled services 

- definition of additional CDR’s, specifically for the subscribed dialled services   

1.3 Introduction of Unsuccessful call set up Services 
 In CAMEL Phase 3, a CAMEL Service may be invoked at DP Route select Failure, DP T_Busy and DP T_ No_Answer.  For DP Route select Failure, the same scenario’s can be distinguished as for subscribed dialled services. In each scenario, CAMEL specific data may have to be placed in the appropriate CDR.  For DP T_Busy and DP T_ No_Answer, the scenario’s include Mobile Terminated calls in the GMSC and Mobile Terminated calls in the VMSC.  The unsuccessful call set up service may, amongst others, send free format charging data to the gsmSSF. The rules for sending charging data to the gsmSSF are the same as for services invoked at DP Collected Info (ie. amount of charging data and appending vs. overwriting of charging data).  The same mechanisms as for subscribed dialled services, can be identified to fulfill the above requirement.   

1.4 Introduction of Network based Dialled Services 
 In CAMEL Phase 3, network based services may be invoked at DP Analysed Info (network based dialled services). These network based services may be invoked in the same call scenario’s as the subscribed dialled services, in the VMSC and GMSC.  Network based dialled services may send free format data to the gsmSSF, for inclusion in the CDR.  Similar to subscribed dialled services, network based services may have the requirement that various CAMEL Service specific data be placed in network specific CDR’s.  The same mechanisms as for subscribed dialled services and unsuccessful call set up services, can be identified to fulfill the above requirement.   
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2 Charging Requirements due to the introduction of CAMEL 
control of MO-SMS 

 In CAMEL Phase 3, a CAMEL Service may be invoked when a Mobile Originated Short Message is submitted to the SMSC (CAMEL control of MO-SMS). CAMEL control of MO-SMS is applicable fo circuit switched MO-SMS and packet switched MO-SMS. A circuit switched MO-SMS CAMEL service is invoked in the MSC/gsmSSF; a packet switched MO-SMS CAMEL service is invoked in the SGSN/gprsSSF.  The invoked CAMEL Service may, amongst others, send free format charging data to the gsmSSF or gprsSSF. The rules for sending charging data to the gsmSSF or gprsSSF are the same as for circuit switched calls (ie. amount of charging data and appending vs. overwriting of charging data).  Other data that may have to be placed in CDR’s applicable to MO-SMS may include, amongst others:  

- Service Key 

- gsmSCF Address 

- Default SMS Handling   
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3 Charging Requirements due to the introduction of CAMEL 
control of GPRS 

 In CAMEL Phase 3, CAMEL Services may be invoked for GPRS Attach sessions and PDP Contexts.  The CAMEL GPRS Service may, amongst others, send free format charging data to the gprsSSF. The rules for sending charging data to the gsmSSF or gprsSSF are the same as for circuit switched calls (ie. amount of charging data and appending vs. overwriting of charging data).  Other data that may have to be placed in CDR’s applicable to GPRS may include, amongst others:  

- Service Key 

- gsmSCF Address 

- Default GPRS Handling   



3GPP TSG CN WG2 Subgroup A Tdoc 3GPP N2A000299 
Sophia Antipolis, France 
21 – 25 February, 2000 
 
 
To: SA WG1 
 
CC:   
 
Source:  TSG CN WG2 Subgroup A 
 
Title:  LS on In-band user Interaction handling for Dialled Service1 
 
 

TSG CN WG2 Subgroup A is looking at the stage2 and work for in-band user interaction handling for Dialled service and is planning to include this capability in R99. TSG CN WG2 Subgroup A kindly asks SA WG1 to confirm the following assumption from the service requirement viewpoint and update the relevant stage 1 document (22.078), if necessary. 

The current assumption in CN WG2 Subgroup A is that it shall be possible for the CSE to order the playing of announcement/guidance or tones towards the calling subscriber without on ----line charging procedure. (Apply Charging or Send Charging Information.) It means that CSE for dialled service can not give any charging instruction for that user interaction, and the on-line charging is not applicable during that user interaction. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             1 Contact Details: Hiroshi Yamazaki    NEC Corporation    yamazaki@mcs.abk.nec.co.jp    Tel +81 471 85 7168 
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